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Last class

Trading is a large auction-type market where bids and asks are posted (now,
essentially electronically)

Bid quotes are matched to ask quotes, trade happens and price of underlying asset
changes every mili, micro, or nano second (it takes the human eye 500 milliseconds
to respond to visual stimuli)
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Microstructure:
Commodity Trading then and now

(cont.)
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For each trading day, end-of-day price data
Corn futures end-of-day data
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Settle/Settlement prices

I Settle prices are computed by the exchange

I Usually as an average of prices within some period before each trading session
ends

I CME defines settlement prices for grain futures as the “volume-weighted
average price” of trades between 13:14 and 13:15 (trading session goes until
13:20)

I While the close price is the price of the last trade of each session, the
settlement price is used to MTM margin accounts

I Recall: Futures contracts are settled at the end of each trading session

I Gains and losses from open positions are charged/credited based on settle
prices
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Settlement prices in practice
An example of mark-to-market (Hull)
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Who trades futures?

Textbook view (naive):

I Hedgers: Trade futures to reduce some existing risk exposure

I Producers, buyers, and users of underlying product or instrument
I Have or expect to have spot market position

I Speculators: Evil

I Enter the futures market in pursuit of profit, accepting risk in the
endeavor

I No spot market position

More accurate view:

I Who want to make money

I Producers want to make money
I Harvard wants to make money
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Who trades futures? (2)

Let’s think about two main groups:

1. Commercials: directly involved in the marketing process of the commodity

2. Non-commercials: not involved in the marketing process

Yes, it is true that commercials essentially align with hedgers and non-commercials
with speculators

I But keep in mind hedgers might also (and will!) take advantage of short-term
profit opportunities (which is essentially speculating)

I This idea will become more clear starting next class
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Chicago Board Of Trade (circa 1997, Andreas Gursky)
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“Chicago Board Of Trade” (Nov 2018)
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Who trades futures? (3)

I Algorithmic trading

I High-frequency traders are a subset, but even “hedgers” use algos to
trade (Why? )

I Retail and institutional investors: e.g., index traders, mutual funds and
pension funds also use algorithms to execute trades

I Retail and institutional investors are slower than HFTs and usually
buy-side

I Humans!
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When a futures contract expires

We have been assuming that when a futures contract reaches maturity, i.e., reaches
its specified date of delivery, longs will take delivery of the asset and shorts will
make delivery

I But, in practice, most futures contracts do not end up in physical delivery

I Instead, most futures contracts financially settled
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Settlement
Delivering and taking delivery

How does the process work? (CME)

I First delivery day: first business day of the expiration month

I Last day to trade: business day prior to the 15th calendar day

I Last day for delivery: second business day after the last trading day
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Settlement
Delivering and taking delivery

Three-day process (reflects 2018):

Day 1: Position day

Delivery is initiated by the short side
Short files notice of intent to deliver with the clearinghouse (via FCM)

Day 2: Notice day

Exchange notifies oldest outstanding long
The long is stuck at this point, legally obligated to take delivery and pay the short,
even if trading is still in progress

Day 3: Delivery day

Seller and buyer exchange shipping certificates and money
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Settlement
Delivering and taking delivery

What are warehouse receipts and shipping certificates?

I They are ownership certificates, meaning that the holder can take the
commodity

I Give the holder the right, but not the obligation, to demand load out from
the warehouse/shipping station

I (or) Give the holder the right to leave the commodity at the warehouse and
pay storage (+interest and opportunity cost)

I There is no expiration on receipt/certificate (once issued, it becomes a
financial asset until the holder demands load out)

I Receipts/certificates themselves are bought and sold among firms

I Function as the link between the spot and the futures markets
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Settlement
Delivering and taking delivery

When delivery occurs?

Buyer receives a warehouse receipt or shipping certificate indicating ownership and
must pay the seller according to contract terms

Delivery location

Licensed warehouse or approved stockyard ”regular for delivery”
Oftentimes there is more than one acceptable delivery location
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Settlement
Cash settlement

I Some contracts have only cash settlement

I At expiration, traders make or receive payment to settle gains or losses rather
than making or taking physical delivery

I Only works if there is a cash price everybody agrees on

I Makes new contracts possible where delivery is impossible (example: stocks or
commodity indices)
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Settlement
Cash settlement

Cash settlement works well when there is an active and transparent cash market

Why do exchanges like cash settlement?

Less work and less costly
No inspection on quantity and quality required

Why is delivery option important?

Ensures futures and cash prices move together (yes, we’ll start to cover some
theory next class)
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Settlement
Exchange of Futures for Physicals - EFP

I Form of physical delivery (less used than others)

I If the short can find someone who is long the same number of contracts, he or
she can approach the long and strike an agreement to settle their position

I Brokerage firms can facilitate the process

I Parties can make and take delivery outside the exchange delivery window

I More flexible than the futures contract (location, grade, time, etc.)

I Long and short must notify the exchange, so their positions can be removed
from the books


